ABSTRACT: The effect of surface roughness and number of reaction event on the decay type diffusion limited reaction (DLR) over rough surface of random deposition model was studied to examine the surface morphological effect on the surface reaction. Effect of decay profiles on the reaction probability distribution (RPD) of the reaction was then analyzed with multifractal scaling techniques. The dynamics of these autopoisoning reactions is controlled by the two parameters, namely, the initial sticking probability (P ini ) of every site and the decay rate (m). More the rough surface, less are the number of active sites and wider is the distribution of reaction probability. More the number of reaction events, more are the number of active sites and more is the homogeneity in the RPD. The q -τ (q ) multifractal curves are found to be nonlinear for all the cases which give wide range of α values in α-f (α) multifractal spectrum. Smaller the decay rate, narrower is the range of α values. C 2005 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Int J Chem Kinet 37: [175][176][177][178][179][180][181][182] 2005 
INTRODUCTION
All surfaces exhibit roughness at some scale but natural surfaces are often rough at the visible scale. Destruction such as fracture, erosion, or the burning etc. is the origin of roughness of the surface. In many cases, rough surfaces are generated by growth. Rough surfaces often occur under equilibrium circumstances as well. Over the last ten years, it has been established that rough solid surfaces should be fractal at the molecular level. Adsorption phenomena at interfaces play an important role for many practical applications. In catalytic reactions, the geometry parameter is as important as the other parameters such as nature of the chemical bond formed between the reacting molecules, the stereochemical requirements or restrictions, which governs this molecular association, and the energetic profile of the reaction. The geometry parameter alone can dictate whether a reaction will take place at all. The majority of materials and their surface is characterized by extremely complex geometry. The geometry problem has two important consequences: (1) on the basic science level, it becomes exceedingly difficult to study geometry efficiency relations, both phenomenologically and in predictive fashion; and (2) on the practical side, quality control has routinely focused on parameters such as particle size, surface area, and pore size but neglected the geometric parameter which is not less important, namely, the surface morphologies of the reactive material.
Diffusion limited reaction (DLR) [1] is a reaction of an important class in condensed phases, e.g. in solution [2] and surface catalytic reactions [3] and has been extensively used in analyses of catalytic reactions [4] . Therefore it is important to examine the surface morphology effects on this key process. Some efforts were made to understand the sensitivity of this reaction to structure [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Avnir and coworkers [5] [6] [7] reported multifractal scaling analysis of the Eley-Rideal (ER) reactions over two mathematically made fractal surfaces, the Cantor set (CS) and the devil's staircase (DS); multifractalities exist for both surfaces, and the DS surface showed a greater position sensitivity than the CS surface. Lee et al. [8, 11] adopted the Monte Carlo random-walk algorithm to simulate this reaction mechanism over fractal surfaces of diffusion-limited aggregation (DLA), and multifractal scaling techniques were then applied to analyze the reaction probability distribution. Our previous study [9] of DLR with reaction probability 1.0, over rough surface of random deposition model shows that the surface roughness affects strongly on the chemical reactions and shows a wider f (α) spectrum as compared to the smooth surface. Recently, we have shown in the comparative study of ER reactions with reaction probability 1.0 over the rough surface with no correlation between the neighboring columns and that with a correlation between the heights of different columns, that the reaction probability distribution has a wider range for the former than the latter [10] .
The ER mechanism concerns a DLR and corresponds to the case of P = 1.0 in which each active site is assumed to have the same fixed sticking probability for each reaction event. In real catalytic systems, a more general case may include an event-dependent sticking probability at each active site that is a function of reaction events over that site. DLR over the surface of diffusion limited aggregation is performed by Lee et al. [11] in which the sticking probability of every active site was defined as decay and enhancing function of reaction events. In the comparative study of autopoisoning reaction over smooth surface and rough surface [12] , we have shown that the q-τ (q) curve for the smooth surface was linear and α − f (α) spectrum was narrow whereas for the rough surface q − τ (q) curve was nonlinear and α − f (α) spectrum was wider.
One may schematically distinguish two classes of irregular surfaces of solids: rough surfaces and surfaces of porous materials. The aim of this paper is to study autopoisoning reactions over the rough surface generated by random deposition model. In other models, such as ballistic deposition [13] , there is a correlation between heights of different columns and the surface is a porous complex structure. But it is not always possible that there is a correlation between different heights. The catalyst surface may or may not have the correlation between different heights. The surface may or may not be porous. As the local structure of the surface is described microscopically, one does not know whether there is a correlation between heights or not. We considered, in this study, that there is no correlation between heights and the surface is not porous. The effect of surface roughness on the autopoisoning reaction if there is a correlation between different heights will be considered in our future study.
In this work, the effect of different parameters such as surface roughness, the number of reaction events (NE), the decay rate (m), and the initially sticking probability (P ini ) is studied on the decay type diffusion limited reactions. This paper is organized as follows:
The following section explains method of generation of rough surface and definition of decay function and is followed by the steps in multifractal scaling analysis. Then we present and discuss the results. Conclusions are given in the last section.
METHOD
We used the random deposition model [14] for generating the rough surfaces. In random deposition model, particles simply rain down onto a smooth surface. Particles move along straight-line trajectories until they reach the top of the column in which they are dropped, at which point they stick to the deposit and become part of the aggregate. Here, the rough surface is generated with 10 4 particles, for four different lengths (L) viz. 200, 500, 1000, and 1500 lattice units. One such surface generated for L = 200 lattice units is shown in Fig. 1 .
The surface thickness is obtained as
where h i is the height of the ith column, H = We defined the surface roughness as
where h max and h min are the maximum and minimum height among the columns, respectively. The surfaces generated for different L with 10 4 particles are the surfaces with different roughness.
After generating the rough surface, the releasing particle is changed to reacting species. The columns, in which the reacting particle is to be launched, are selected randomly. The reacting particles are allowed to reach the top of the column, which is having maximum height among columns i, (i − 1) and (i + 1), where i is the column selected randomly. When this reacting particle comes onto the site of the rough surface, it gets adsorbed with probability P. In this simulation, the event dependent sticking probabilities are introduced by a decay function defined as
where P ini is the initial sticking probability for every site, n i is the reaction counts over active site i, and m is the tuning factor to adjust the rate of decaying. A higher and lower value of P ini corresponds to the lower and higher activation energy of the active sites, respectively, whereas a lower and higher value of m corresponds to the faster and slower decay rate, respectively. For this function, different initial sticking probabilities, P ini , and different tuning factor m are adopted to examine the influence on reaction probability distribution (RPD). This process can be achieved by generating a random number when the reacting particle visits the rough surface site and checking whether it is less than or equal to P. When the random number generated is less than or equal to P, the reaction counts on that surface site are added by one. If it is greater than P, it is allowed to move (and react) in a randomly selected direction, if the height of the adjacent column is less than the column in which the particle is launched. Even if it does not react with the sites in the adjacent columns, it is further allowed to react to the sites in the next column if its height is less than the height of the column under consideration, and so on. The reacting particle is not allowed to climb if the height of the adjacent column is larger than that of the present column. In such cases, a new reacting particle is considered.
While studying the effect of one parameter, other parameters are kept fixed as follows: For each case above, the reaction probabilities of different surface sites are recorded and analyzed.
MULTIFRACTAL ANALYSIS
Multifractal scaling has been used earlier for scaling of molecular spectra [15] , nature of the wavefunction in the Anderson model [16] , fluctuations in transmission line [17] , and the diffusion limited reactions over fractal surface [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . It is useful in the study of processes in the environment of complex geometry, and it helps to extract the fractal characters from the reaction probability distribution picture through f (α) spectrum. We apply the multifractal scaling that relates the analysis of the distribution of the reaction probabilities over the length of the rough surface. The steps in the multifractal scaling analysis are given below. For details one can refer to the article by Halsey et al. [18] .
The three basic equations in the multifractal scaling analysis are
where M q is the qth-order moment of RPD, τ (q) is the scaling exponent, P i is the reaction probability of site i, n(P) is the number of sites with reaction probability P, and L is the length of the surface. Among these three equations, Eq. (4) is obtained by the following scaling assumptions used in the limiting case of large L
where P(q) denotes the value of P that dominates the sum in Eq. (3) for the qth-order moment. Substituting Eqs. (6) and (7) into Eq. (3) and taking the logarithm of the maximum elements as an approximation of the logarithm of the sum yields Eq. (4). Finally, Eq. (5) represents the value of α that dominates the summation term in Eq. (3) and it can be transferred into a more explicit form,
In practice, the quantities τ (q), α(q), and f (α) can be computed as follows. The probability distribution is first determined from the simulation. Figure 1 shows the rough surface generated using the random deposition model for L = 200 lattice units. The values of surface thickness are found to be 6.76, 4.52, 3.23, and 2.64 lattice units, for L = 200, 500, 1000, and 1500 lattice units, respectively. The surface roughness is 34, 28, 20, and 17 lattice units for L = 200, 500, 1000, and 1500 lattice units, respectively. Smaller the length more is the roughness and thickness of the surface.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In our simulation, the event dependent sticking probability for the autopoisoning reaction over every active site is defined by the decay function, Eq. (2). Accordingly, the two parameters P ini and m control the properties of the decay function, and thus the reaction dynamics. The reaction events occurring at each site on the surface are recorded by counting the number of visits by the reacting particle, and the reaction probability is calculated at each site. The plot of reaction probability as a function of active site position gives the position sensitivity of the reaction probability. The active sites are numbered from bottom to top in right direction. The number of active sites for different values of m, P ini , L, and NE is given in Table I . The number of active sites increases with increase in P ini and number of reaction events, whereas it decreases with increase in m and surface roughness. We first verify the effect of m on the RPD. Simulations were performed with P ini = 1.0, L = 500, and m = 5, 30, 150, and 300, respectively over 5 × 10 4 reaction events. The RPD profiles are demonstrated in Fig. 2a and corresponding multifractal characteristics are shown in Figs. 4a and 5a. From Fig. 2a and Table I , the number of active sites decreases with an increase in m. Similar results of decrease in number of active sites with an increase in m are observed for DLR over DLA [11] . The range of reaction probabilities is increased with an increase in m. The valleys between the spikes in the RPD profile arise mainly from the screening effect i.e. the inner active sites are screened by the outer ones, showing that the deep inner sites are rarely visited. Figure 2b shows the effect of P ini values on RPD, with m = 300, L = 500, and NE = 5 × 10 4 . From Table I and Fig. 2b , the number of active sites increased with an increase in the P ini values. As observed for different values of m, the range of reaction probabilities here also is increased with increase in P ini .
Effect of surface roughness on the RPD is shown in Fig. 3a , with m = 300, P ini = 1, and NE = 5 × 10 4 . The surface roughness decreases with increase in L, i.e. the surface for L = 200 is more rough than that for L > 200. It can be seen that the number of active sites decreases with an increase in surface roughness. The surface with more roughness has less number of active sites and hence gives wider range of the reaction probability, whereas for the surface with less roughness has more number of active sites and hence the range of reaction probability is narrow. Due to the increase in number of active sites, the RPD picture becomes more homogeneous.
Another useful parameter is the total number of reaction events, which could affect the values of n i over active site and the decaying behavior. Figure 3b shows the effect of number of reaction events on RPD with L = 500 lattice units, m = 300 and P ini = 1. It can be seen that the number of active sites increases with increase in number of reaction events. But the range of reaction probability decreases with increase in number of reaction events. The more number of reaction events lead to more homogeneous RPD profile because after some reaction events the sticking probability is reduced quickly to a very low value and the RPD picture is more uniform.
The nonlinearity in q − τ (q) curves in Fig. 4 indicates multifractality, representing that simple singlevalued fractal scaling does not apply in this condition. From Fig. 4a , the q − τ (q) relation is nonlinear, for all values of m. For q > 0, as m decreases, the curvature of q − τ (q) curves also decreases gradually, indicating relatively homogeneous RPD. This also indicates that the number of active sites with the highest reacting probability, which dominates the sum in Eq. (3) in the large q region, is quite different for different values of m. The q − τ (q) curve for m = 5 exhibits a nearly linear relationship, representing a homogeneous RPD and the slope almost equals D, implying that the homogeneity was distributed over almost every active site. The q − τ (q) curves for different m coincide in the range q < 0 (except m = 5) which implies that the number of active sites with a small reaction probability is nearly equal. The curve for m = 5 does not coincide with the curves for higher m values, for q < 0 indicates that for m = 5, the number of active sites with the lowest reaction probability, which dominates the sum in Eq. (3), is quite different than those for higher values of m.
In Fig. 4b , the q − τ (q) relations for different values of P ini , are shown. It can be seen that the q − τ (q) curves are nonlinear. For q > 0, as P ini decreases, the curvature of q − τ (q) curves also decreases indicating the homogeneous RPD. This is due to the fact that the number of active sites with the highest reacting probability, which dominates the sum in Eq. (3) in the large q region, is quite different for different values of P ini . The nearly linear q − τ (q) curve for P ini = 0.01 representing the homogeneous RPD and the slope almost equals D implies that the homogeneity was distributed over almost every active site. The q − τ (q) curves for different P ini coincide in the range q < 0 which implies that the number of active sites with a low-reaction probability is nearly equal for different values of P ini . Figure 4c shows the q − τ (q) curves for the surfaces with different roughness. As can be seen in Fig. 4c , the curves are nonlinear for the surface of all the roughness. The difference among the four different surface roughness can also be observed in the parts of low as well as high q values. The deviation of the q − τ (q) curves decreases with decrease in surface roughness. More the roughness of the surface, more is the deviation in q − τ (q) curves indicates more inhomogeneity in the RPD. As the length of the surface increases, the surface roughness decreases and the q − τ (q) curves are less deviated. The curves are well separated in the lower as well as higher q values. This indicates that the number of active sites with the lowest reaction probability is quite different for the surfaces of different roughness. The number of active sites with the highest reaction probability is also different for the surfaces with different roughness.
In Fig. 4d , the q − τ (q) curves are plotted to see the effect of number of reaction events. As observed in case of q − τ (q) curves for surfaces with different roughness, the number of reaction events also affects the autopoisoning reactions. The q − τ (q) curves here also are nonlinear and the curvature in these curves decreases with an increase in number of reaction events indicating more homogeneity in the RPD. As these curves are well separated in lower and higher q values for different number of reaction events, we can say that the number of active sites with the lowest reaction probability for different number of reaction events is not the same, also the number of active sites with the highest reaction probability for different number of reaction events is not the same.
In Fig. 5a , f (α) is plotted as a function of α to further explore the properties of RPD for different m values. From f (α) spectra, we first look at the range of α values, which indicates the range of reaction probability. The range of α values increased with an increase in values of m. This is similar to the DLR over DLA. As m decreased, the curves contracts upwardly at high α values. The linear q − τ (q) relation for m = 5 can also be seen by a narrow range of α values and nearly symmetric pattern here. The effect caused by faster decay rate on RPD can also be seen from the narrow range of α values and symmetric patter in f (α) spectrum in Fig. 5a . Lower the m, more are the number of active sites and higher is the maximum in α − f (α) curves. Figure 5b shows the α − f (α) curves for different P ini values. The range of α values increases with an increase in P ini . The narrow range of α values can be seen for P ini = 0.01, as the q − τ (q) relation is nearly linear for this. The maxima in α − f (α) curves are not the same. Higher the P ini , more is the number of active sites and higher is the maximum in α − f (α) curves.
α − f (α) curves for the surfaces with different roughness are shown in Fig. 5c . It can be seen that the surface with more roughness has wider range of α values than that with less roughness, as the q − τ (q) is more deviated for the surface with more roughness than that with less roughness. Also the maximum of the curves are not the same but curves contract upwardly at high α value indicating the number of lowest reaction probability sites, and the number of large reaction probability sites for the surfaces with different roughness is not even. More the rough surface, higher is the maximum in the α − f (α) curves. Figure 5d shows the α − f (α) curves for different number of reaction events. In this case, the curves contract upwardly with increase in the number of reaction events. Also, the curves are separated by some distance. More the number of reaction events, higher is the maximum in the f (α) spectrum.
The position sensitivity was further analyzed by plotting the reaction probability as a function of height of the surface, in Figs. 6a-d, for different values of m and P ini , L and NE, respectively. It can be seen that the most active region is not the outermost layer of the surface. From Fig. 6a, for smaller m, the number of active sites is more. It is due to the superiority of height to reaction. When reactants randomly rain down to the ith column, it will be more likely to react on the highest column among the i, i − 1, and i + 1 columns. Much more number of active sites is found particularly in those cases with small tuning parameter m when intercolumn diffusion mechanism is introduced. Smaller m means that the sticking probability decreases more rapidly in autopoisoning reaction. That causes nonreacting particles cross to lower columns by intercolumn diffusion and find more active sites. Similarly, from Fig. 6b , higher the P ini , more are the active sites. Once the P ini is very small, most reacting particles do not react. Even when intercolumn diffusion is introduced, the reactants can reach the local minimum easily, but reactions seldom take place then and less active sites are found. From Fig. 6c , it can be seen that the total number of nonactive sites decreases with decrease in surface roughness.
CONCLUSIONS
We studied the effect of decay rate, initial sticking probability, surface roughness, and number of reaction events on the decay type ER DLR over the rough surface of random deposition model. Multifractal scaling analysis was then carried out on the reaction probability distribution. The decay function was controlled by the two parameters, namely, the initial sticking probability and the decay rate. The number of active sites increases with increase in initial sticking probability and number of reaction events, whereas it decreases with increase in decay rate and surface roughness. The narrow range of α values in α − f (α) spectrum is observed for faster decay rate. The range of α values in α − f (α) spectrum increases with increase in surface roughness. All the four parameters affect strongly on the autopoisoning reactions.
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